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This book examines the role and involvement of law enforcement agencies across the
spectrum of homeland security and emergency management. Contributions from expert
practitioners and academics are organized around the mission areas of mitigation/protection,
prevention, preparedness, response and recovery.
Dear Colleagues, The composition, structure and function of forest ecosystems are the key
features characterizing their ecological properties, and can thus be crucially shaped and
changed by various biotic and abiotic factors on multiple spatial scales. The magnitude and
extent of these changes in recent decades calls for enhanced mitigation and adaption
measures. Remote sensing data and methods are the main complementary sources of up-todate synoptic and objective information of forest ecology. Due to the inherent 3D nature of
forest ecosystems, the analysis of 3D sources of remote sensing data is considered to be most
appropriate for recreating the forest’s compositional, structural and functional dynamics. In this
Special Issue of Forests, we published a set of state-of-the-art scientific works including
experimental studies, methodological developments and model validations, all dealing with the
general topic of 3D remote sensing-assisted applications in forest ecology. We showed
applications in forest ecology from a broad collection of method and sensor combinations,
including fusion schemes. All in all, the studies and their focuses are as broad as a forest’s
ecology or the field of remote sensing and, thus, reflect the very diverse usages and directions
toward which future research and practice will be directed.
It collects the review papers of the 9th International Symposium on Physical Measurements
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and Signatures in Remote Sensing (ISPMSRS). It systematically summarizes the past
achievements and identifies the frontier issues as the research agenda for the near future. It
covers all aspects of land remote sensing, from sensor systems, physical modeling, inversion
algorithms, to various applications.
The MGH Textbook of Anesthetic Equipment by Warren Sandberg, MD, Richard Urman, MD,
and Jesse Ehrenfeld, MD, provides expert coverage on the latest and best anesthetic
equipment. Technology-driven changes, together with the high risks associated with
anesthesia delivery, require that you understand everything from physics fundamentals to
special situations to troubleshooting so you can safely and effectively use all the equipment
and instrumentation in today’s operating rooms. This one-stop, full-color reference, edited by
an expert team from Massachusetts General Hospital, skillfully brings you up to speed. Ensure
your patients receive the best care possible with excellent coverage of all monitoring
techniques including transesophageal echocardiography. Improve patient safety with
information on temperature monitoring and control. Update your knowledge of emergency
room airway equipment to ensure the best results. Decide which equipment is best suited for
anesthesia delivery both inside and outside the hospital.
This book is published open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. Over the past decades, rapid
developments in digital and sensing technologies, such as the Cloud, Web and Internet of
Things, have dramatically changed the way we live and work. The digital transformation is
revolutionizing our ability to monitor our planet and transforming the way we access, process
and exploit Earth Observation data from satellites. This book reviews these megatrends and
their implications for the Earth Observation community as well as the wider data economy. It
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provides insight into new paradigms of Open Science and Innovation applied to space data,
which are characterized by openness, access to large volume of complex data, wide
availability of new community tools, new techniques for big data analytics such as Artificial
Intelligence, unprecedented level of computing power, and new types of collaboration among
researchers, innovators, entrepreneurs and citizen scientists. In addition, this book aims to
provide readers with some reflections on the future of Earth Observation, highlighting through a
series of use cases not just the new opportunities created by the New Space revolution, but
also the new challenges that must be addressed in order to make the most of the large volume
of complex and diverse data delivered by the new generation of satellites.
From first-time novelist Jordan Sonnenblick, a brave and beautiful story that will make readers
laugh and break their hearts at the same time. Thirteen-year-old Steven has a totally normal
life: he plays drums in the All-Star Jazz band, has a crush on the hottest girl in the school, and
is constantly annoyed by his five-year-old brother, Jeffrey. But when Jeffrey is diagnosed with
leukemia, Steven's world is turned upside down. He is forced to deal with his brother's illness
and his parents' attempts to keep the family in one piece. Salted with humor and peppered with
devastating realities, DRUMS, GIRLS, AND DANGEROUS PIE is a heartwarming journey
through a year in the life of a family in crisis.
As governments around the world seek new and more effective methods of organizing their
administrations, electronic government plays an increasingly more important role in
governmental success. However, due to hindrances in financial and communication resources,
these advantages are often overlooked. E-Government Success Factors and Measures:
Theories, Concepts, and Methodologies investigates successful e-government initiatives in a
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modern technological environment, exploring both benefits and challenges due to various
technical, organizational, social, and contextual factors. The book provides academics and
professionals with concepts, theories, and current research in the arena of e-government,
enabling readers to develop a broader understanding of the measures inherent in successful egovernments on a global scale. This book is part of the Advances in Electronic Government,
Digital Divide, and Regional Development series collection.
Life of Pi is a masterful and utterly original novel that is at once the story of a young castaway
who faces immeasurable hardships on the high seas, and a meditation on religion, faith, art
and life that is as witty as it is profound. Using the threads of all of our best stories, Yann
Martel has woven a glorious spiritual adventure that makes us question what it means to be
alive, and to believe.
What determines whether complex life will arise on a planet, or even any life at all? Questions
such as these are investigated in this groundbreaking book. In doing so, the authors
synthesize information from astronomy, biology, and paleontology, and apply it to what we
know about the rise of life on Earth and to what could possibly happen elsewhere in the
universe. Everyone who has been thrilled by the recent discoveries of extrasolar planets and
the indications of life on Mars and the Jovian moon Europa will be fascinated by Rare Earth,
and its implications for those who look to the heavens for companionship.
Employs nearly 4,000 names of music teachers, performers, instrument, makers, and
tradesmen who contributed to the musical upbringing of one of our nation's earliest-settled
regions. Also includes a study of sacred and secular music, concert life, music education,
publications, and the music trades in New Jersey in this period.
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Provides photographs and text to discuss the geographic distribution and conservation status
of coral reefs in the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific, the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia, and the
Pacific.
Journey along with Dr. Meg Lowman, a scientist who, with the help of slings, suspended
walkways, and mountain-climbing equipment, has managed to ascend into one of our planet’s
least accessible and most fascinating ecosystems--the rain-forest canopy. “Fresh in outlook
and intriguing in details, this book will strengthen any library collection on the
rainforest.”--Booklist
This peer-reviewed book presents a comprehensive overview of the role space is playing in
enabling Latin America to fulfill its developmental aspirations. Following on from the highly
acclaimed Part 1, it explains how space and its applications can be used to support the
development of the full range and diversity of Latin America societies, while being driven by
Latin American goals. The Latin American space sector is currently undergoing a phase of
rapid and dynamic expansion, with new actors entering the field and with space applications
increasingly being used to support the continent’s social, economic, and political development.
All across Latin America, attention is shifting to space as a fundamental part of the continental
development agenda, and the creation of a Latin American space agency is evidence of this.
Additionally, while in recent years, significant advances in economic and social development
have lifted many of Latin America’s people out of poverty, there is still much that needs to be
done to fulfill the basic needs of the population and to afford them the dignity they deserve. To
this end, space is already being employed in diverse fields of human endeavor to serve Latin
America’s goals for its future, but there is still a need for further incorporation of space
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systems and data. This book will appeal to researchers, professionals and students in fields
such as space studies, international relations, governance, and social and rural development.
Techniques in Ophthalmic Plastic Surgery is a richly illustrated, step-by-step guide to
oculoplastic surgery, covering everything from the basics to the most recent advances. Jeffrey
A. Nerad, MD provides a personal tutorial approach detailing both procedural and
management aspects of practice. Includes the latest in cosmetic procedures and detailed
photographs and surgical line drawings—most of which are in full color. This is the essential text
for those learning oculoplastic surgery and will bring even the most experienced practitioner up
to date with current practice and procedures. Develop a strong foundation in this complex field
and apply surgical techniques to frequently encountered abnormalities and aesthetic facial
enhancement. Keep this outstanding text close by for a fast, practical, and authoritative
reference. Features more than 760 illustrations—over 700 in full color—from pre- and postoperative photographs to step-by-step surgical line drawings, that provide you with a nuanced
visual understanding. Presents an expert’s perspective on the most frequently performed
oculoplastic surgical procedures for authoritative and trusted guidance. Provides the
indications for the use of each procedure along with advice on the management of
complications so you have a structured resource with both procedural and management
information. Devotes an entire chapter to aesthetic surgery of the face providing extensive
coverage of this important and rapidly developing area in oculoplastic surgery.

Phlebotomy uses large, hollow needles to remove blood specimens for lab
testing or blood donation. Each step in the process carries risks - both for
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patients and health workers. Patients may be bruised. Health workers may
receive needle-stick injuries. Both can become infected with bloodborne
organisms such as hepatitis B, HIV, syphilis or malaria. Moreover, each step
affects the quality of the specimen and the diagnosis. A contaminated specimen
will produce a misdiagnosis. Clerical errors can prove fatal. The new WHO
guidelines provide recommended steps for safe phlebotomy and reiterate
accepted principles for drawing, collecting blood and transporting blood to
laboratories/blood banks.
In a rapidly changing world, there is an ever-increasing need to monitor the
Earth’s resources and manage it sustainably for future generations. Earth
observation from satellites is critical to provide information required for informed
and timely decision making in this regard. Satellite-based earth observation has
advanced rapidly over the last 50 years, and there is a plethora of satellite
sensors imaging the Earth at finer spatial and spectral resolutions as well as high
temporal resolutions. The amount of data available for any single location on the
Earth is now at the petabyte-scale. An ever-increasing capacity and computing
power is needed to handle such large datasets. The Google Earth Engine (GEE)
is a cloud-based computing platform that was established by Google to support
such data processing. This facility allows for the storage, processing and analysis
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of spatial data using centralized high-power computing resources, allowing
scientists, researchers, hobbyists and anyone else interested in such fields to
mine this data and understand the changes occurring on the Earth’s surface.
This book presents research that applies the Google Earth Engine in mining,
storing, retrieving and processing spatial data for a variety of applications that
include vegetation monitoring, cropland mapping, ecosystem assessment, and
gross primary productivity, among others. Datasets used range from coarse
spatial resolution data, such as MODIS, to medium resolution datasets
(Worldview -2), and the studies cover the entire globe at varying spatial and
temporal scales.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can
change our lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of
Habit, award-winning business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling
edge of scientific discoveries that explain why habits exist and how they can be
changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that
take us from the boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to
the front lines of the civil rights movement, Duhigg presents a whole new
understanding of human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of Habit
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contains an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising regularly, losing weight,
being more productive, and achieving success is understanding how habits work.
As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we can transform our
businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the author
“Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become essential
manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles
Duhigg not only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and
hang on to the good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great read.”—David Allen,
bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity
“You’ll never look at yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same
way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A Whole New Mind
“Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of
habit formation and change.”—The New York Times Book Review
Effectively Manage Wetland Resources Using the Best Available Remote
Sensing TechniquesUtilizing top scientists in the wetland classification and
mapping field, Remote Sensing of Wetlands: Applications and Advances covers
the rapidly changing landscape of wetlands and describes the latest advances in
remote sensing that have taken place over the pa
Leaf Optical PropertiesCambridge University Press
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In 2015, Baltimore plunged into the worst American riots in recent history. In the
chaos, two high school honor-roll students, “Brick” and “Wax, used their smarts,
computer skills, ambition and gang connections to change the world of illegal
drugs forever. With their gang associates, they looted pharmacies and robbed
dealers, stealing over one million doses of prescription narcotics and heroin with
a street value of more than $100 million. “Brick” and “Wax” were not going to
sell drugs on corners; they used location-based technology and encrypted
messaging software to dispatch ordered drugs via delivery drivers—an Uber-like
service that eliminated street deals and easily tapped phones. They were soon
supplying cities along the East Coast, creating a whole new class of opioid
addicts with the FBI and DEA trailing in their wake. To ensure their supply of
drugs did not run out, the teens formed an alliance with members of the Sinaloa
cartel, headed by El Chapo. Veteran Newsday crime reporter Kevin Deutsch has
been reporting on the ground in drug-ravaged neighborhoods for over a year.
He’s seen the bodies. Across America, thousands are dying from opioid
overdoses. This middle-class crisis has been well documented, but the inner
cities, where families are being swallowed up by addiction, have been ignored.
Deutsch brings us into this underworld, where social unrest and cutting-edge
technology allow criminals to seed the next wave of dysfunction and despair.
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A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and
lives since it burst onto the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a groundbreaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy
Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and
the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a
father and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative writing—it has become required
reading for any American and continues to challenge readers in their perceptions
of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things
They Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the
Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and
the National Book Critics Circle Award.
From the author of the novel Swamplandia!—a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize—comes a magical
and uniquely daring collection of stories that showcases the author’s gifts at their inimitable
best. Within these pages, a community of girls held captive in a Japanese silk factory slowly
transmute into human silkworms and plot revolution; a group of boys stumble upon a mutilated
scarecrow that bears an uncanny resemblance to a missing classmate that they used to
torment; a family’s disastrous quest for land in the American West has grave consequences;
and in the marvelous title story, two vampires in a sun-drenched lemon grove try to slake their
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thirst for blood and come to terms with their immortal relationship. Named a Best Book of the
Year by: The Boston Globe O, The Oprah Magazine Huffington Post The A.V. Club A
Washington Post Notable Book An NPR Great Read of 2013
In this book are reported nine works related to land subsidence monitoring using remote
sensing techniques. Land subsidence is a common phenomenon in many regions of the world,
where it causes degradation of local ecosystems and disruption of economic activities. Its
effects are more evident in densely populated areas in particular in low-lying territories such as
river deltas and coastal areas where the combination of land subsidence and sea level rise
increases the flooding risk. For this reason, the monitoring of ground deformations is a crucial
step to obtain important information for the development of risk mitigation strategies. In the
presented papers, the characteristics of land subsidence occurring in different study areas are
described, and recent developments in the used methodologies for the monitoring of the
ground displacements are discussed and validated also by means of ground-based data.
Moreover, advantages and disadvantages of the adopted techniques are highlighted. The
outcomes of these research works can provide national and local authorities with useful
information for the implementation of integrated monitoring systems in the areas most affected
by land subsidence.
Kernel methods have long been established as effective techniques in the framework of
machine learning and pattern recognition, and have now become the standard approach to
many remote sensing applications. With algorithms that combine statistics and geometry,
kernel methods have proven successful across many different domains related to the analysis
of images of the Earth acquired from airborne and satellite sensors, including natural resource
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control, detection and monitoring of anthropic infrastructures (e.g. urban areas), agriculture
inventorying, disaster prevention and damage assessment, and anomaly and target detection.
Presenting the theoretical foundations of kernel methods (KMs) relevant to the remote sensing
domain, this book serves as a practical guide to the design and implementation of these
methods. Five distinct parts present state-of-the-art research related to remote sensing based
on the recent advances in kernel methods, analysing the related methodological and practical
challenges: Part I introduces the key concepts of machine learning for remote sensing, and the
theoretical and practical foundations of kernel methods. Part II explores supervised image
classification including Super Vector Machines (SVMs), kernel discriminant analysis, multitemporal image classification, target detection with kernels, and Support Vector Data
Description (SVDD) algorithms for anomaly detection. Part III looks at semi-supervised
classification with transductive SVM approaches for hyperspectral image classification and
kernel mean data classification. Part IV examines regression and model inversion, including
the concept of a kernel unmixing algorithm for hyperspectral imagery, the theory and methods
for quantitative remote sensing inverse problems with kernel-based equations, kernel-based
BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function), and temperature retrieval KMs. Part V
deals with kernel-based feature extraction and provides a review of the principles of several
multivariate analysis methods and their kernel extensions. This book is aimed at engineers,
scientists and researchers involved in remote sensing data processing, and also those working
within machine learning and pattern recognition.
Botulinum Toxins: Cosmetic and Clinical Applications provides a comprehensive and in-depth
review of the use of botulinum toxin for aesthetic procedures and medical applications as a
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stand-alone treatment and as part of combination therapy. Now a mainstay of cosmetic
dermatologic practice, the range of available toxins and their varied applications has grown
considerably in recent years requiring the practitioner to carefully consider what approach best
suits the needs of their patient. This new book, written by international expert authors, provides
guidance to help you refine your technique, add new procedures to your practice, and provide
optimal results. This book: Offers guidance on best-practice approaches with botulinum toxin,
helping create cutting edge, tailored treatment plans for each patient Benefits from a wealth of
color images, procedural videos, and expert tips and tricks Takes a region oriented approach,
providing guidance on treatment of the; glabella, forehead, periocular and perioral areas, and
contouring of the lower face and lower leg and calf, and neck rejuvenation Contains a thorough
review of non-cosmetic treatments such as correction of facial asymmetry, and treatment of
axillary hyperhidrosis, plus palm, sole, and craniofacial hyperhidrosis Covers exciting new
topics, such as future injectables, topical botulinum toxin, and facial contouring including
treatment for benign masseter hypertrophy Discusses combination therapy of botulinum toxin
with other non-surgical procedures such as hyaluronic acid (HA) or filler substances, light and
laser sources, and other energy-based therapies Includes considerations for darker skin types
Offer your patients the best care, stay on top of cutting edge techniques, and avoid pitfalls with
coverage of practical tips and real cases. Botulinum Toxins in Dermatology: Cosmetic and
Clinical Applications provides best-practice guidance on the contemporary use of botulinum
toxin in isolation and in combination.
Presents state-of-the-art research into leaf interactions with light, for scientists working in
remote sensing, plant physiology, ecology and resource management.
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A resource like no other-the first comprehensive guide to phase unwrapping Phase
unwrapping is a mathematical problem-solving technique increasingly used in synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) interferometry, optical interferometry, adaptive optics, and medical
imaging. In Two-Dimensional Phase Unwrapping, two internationally recognized experts sort
through the multitude of ideas and algorithms cluttering current research, explain clearly how to
solve phase unwrapping problems, and provide practicable algorithms that can be applied to
problems encountered in diverse disciplines. Complete with case studies and examples as well
as hundreds of images and figures illustrating the concepts, this book features: * A thorough
introduction to the theory of phase unwrapping * Eight algorithms that constitute the state of
the art in phase unwrapping * Detailed description and analysis of each algorithm and its
performance in a number of phase unwrapping problems * C language software that provides
a complete implementation of each algorithm * Comparative analysis of the algorithms and
techniques for evaluating results * A discussion of future trends in phase unwrapping research
* Foreword by former NASA scientist Dr. John C. Curlander Two-Dimensional Phase
Unwrapping skillfully integrates concepts, algorithms, software, and examples into a powerful
benchmark against which new ideas and algorithms for phase unwrapping can be tested. This
unique introduction to a dynamic, rapidly evolving field is essential for professionals and
graduate students in SAR interferometry, optical interferometry, adaptive optics, and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).
Introduction to Microwave Remote Sensing offers an extensive overview of this versatile and
extremely precise technology for technically oriented undergraduates and graduate students.
This textbook emphasizes an important shift in conceptualization and directs it toward students
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with prior knowledge of optical remote sensing: the author dispels any linkage between
microwave and optical remote sensing. Instead, he constructs the concept of microwave
remote sensing by comparing it to the process of audio perception, explaining the workings of
the ear as a metaphor for microwave instrumentation. This volume takes an “applicationdriven” approach. Instead of describing the technology and then its uses, this textbook justifies
the need for measurement then explains how microwave technology addresses this need.
Following a brief summary of the field and a history of the use of microwaves, the book
explores the physical properties of microwaves and the polarimetric properties of
electromagnetic waves. It examines the interaction of microwaves with matter, analyzes
passive atmospheric and passive surface measurements, and describes the operation of
altimeters and scatterometers. The textbook concludes by explaining how high resolution
images are created using radars, and how techniques of interferometry can be applied to both
passive and active sensors.

This publication is intended to contribute to prevention and control of the morbidity and
mortality associated with dengue and to serve as an authoritative reference source for
health workers and researchers. These guidelines are not intended to replace national
guidelines but to assist in the development of national or regional guidelines. They are
expected to remain valid for five years (until 2014), although developments in research
could change their validity.--Publisher's description
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology
and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future
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is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help
make it better.
***2017 National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist for Nonfiction*** "What's more
American than Corn Flakes?" —Bing Crosby From the much admired medical historian
(“Markel shows just how compelling the medical history can be”—Andrea Barrett) and
author of An Anatomy of Addiction (“Absorbing, vivid”—Sherwin Nuland, The New York
Times Book Review, front page)—the story of America’s empire builders: John and Will
Kellogg. John Harvey Kellogg was one of America’s most beloved physicians; a bestselling author, lecturer, and health-magazine publisher; founder of the Battle Creek
Sanitarium; and patron saint of the pursuit of wellness. His youngest brother, Will, was
the founder of the Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake Company, which revolutionized the
mass production of food and what we eat for breakfast. In The Kelloggs, Howard
Markel tells the sweeping saga of these two extraordinary men, whose lifelong
competition and enmity toward one another changed America’s notion of health and
wellness from the mid-nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries, and who helped
change the course of American medicine, nutrition, wellness, and diet. The Kelloggs
were of Puritan stock, a family that came to the shores of New England in the midseventeenth century, that became one of the biggest in the county, and then renounced
it all for the religious calling of Ellen Harmon White, a self-proclaimed prophetess, and
James White, whose new Seventh-day Adventist theology was based on Christian
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principles and sound body, mind, and hygiene rules—Ellen called it “health reform.” The
Whites groomed the young John Kellogg for a central role in the Seventh-day Adventist
Church and sent him to America’s finest Medical College. Kellogg’s main medical
focus—and America’s number one malady: indigestion (Walt Whitman described it as
“the great American evil”). Markel gives us the life and times of the Kellogg brothers of
Battle Creek: Dr. John Harvey Kellogg and his world-famous Battle Creek Sanitarium
medical center, spa, and grand hotel attracted thousands actively pursuing health and
well-being. Among the guests: Mary Todd Lincoln, Amelia Earhart, Booker T.
Washington, Johnny Weissmuller, Dale Carnegie, Sojourner Truth, Henry Ford, John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., and George Bernard Shaw. And the presidents he advised: Taft,
Harding, Hoover, and Roosevelt, with first lady Eleanor. The brothers Kellogg
experimented on malt, wheat, and corn meal, and, tinkering with special ovens and
toasting devices, came up with a ready-to-eat, easily digested cereal they called Corn
Flakes. As Markel chronicles the Kelloggs’ fascinating, Magnificent Ambersons–like
ascent into the pantheon of American industrialists, we see the vast changes in
American social mores that took shape in diet, health, medicine, philanthropy, and food
manufacturing during seven decades—changing the lives of millions and helping to
shape our industrial age.
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town.
From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always
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loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend
at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons
him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next day
Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that
there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper
into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he
becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John
Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
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